Speed Challenge

Game purpose:
Game set-up: Player 1 places his disc on the surface with the rubber side facing down (making it a
steady base), putting the colored thick side of the disc towards player 2, loads by click 3 launchers
and seats on the surface about 1-2 meters from Player 1, with his disc on the surface (smooth side

Same rules as the challenge games but adding speed element. Player 2 challenges player 1 only
one second before he slides his disc towards the disc charged with launchers.

Game options using the advanced "super" blister
(or several basic blisters)

With the advanced (super) blister or when using several basic blisters there is no need to replace
roles, since there are 3 discs or more so 2 can be charged with launchers and the players use one
dedicated disc as the sliding discs in their turn.
Street Fight: Player 1 using more than one disc with launchers next to him, in any formation he

1-2m

<

Player 1
Thick Side
Player 2
Game play: Player 2 challenges player 1 according to the following 15 skills levels, and slides his
disc towards the disc charged with launchers, aiming to hit it with strong impact. In case he
to the challenge player 2 chose. In case the sliding disc missed the disc with launchers player 2 will
try again. The players will exchange roles every 3 attempts to succeed with the challenges.

Basic Game

Starting Level:

Mid-Level:

One Figure
Two hands

Two Figures
Two hands

One Figure
one hand

Two Figures
one each hand

one hand

Two Figures
one each hand

Left hand

Two Figures
one hand

Right hand

Two Figures
one hand

Multi Fight:
by one in a raw, to make more than one impact.
Game purpose
(skill level 16).
WARNINGS Do not aim at eyes or face. Do not aim at animals or people. Do not throw the discs, only slide it on
the smooth surfaces. Do not alter / add to projetile any objects. Play only on smooth ground surface. The toy with
projectile was not accompanied by instructions for use which draw attention to the hazards of using missiles
other than those supplied or recommended by the manufacturer. Photos not contractually binding;
the colours, details and contents may vary from the illustration.
Do not play if any part of the toy is found damaged or deformed.
WARNING! Not suitable for children under 3 years of age.
Small parts. Choking hazard.

Pro Level:

Three Figures
Two hands

Three Figures
2 in one hand
1 in other hand

Three Figures
2 in one hand
1 in other hand

Three Figures
Right hand

Left hand
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